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!BSTRACT

4HIS�PAPER�DESCRIBES�A�HYBRID�")34�SOLUTION�FOR�TESTING�SYSTEMSONCHIP�WHICH�COMBINES
PSEUDORANDOM�TEST�PATTERNS�WITH�STORED�DETERMINISTIC�TEST�PATTERNS��!�METHOD� IS�PROPOSED
TO� FIND� THE� OPTIMAL� BALANCE� BETWEEN� PSEUDORANDOM� AND� STORED� TEST� PATTERNS� TO� PERFORM
CORE� TEST� WITH� MINIMUM� TIME� AND� MEMORY�� WITHOUT� LOSING� TEST� QUALITY�� 4WO� ACCURATE
ALGORITHMS�ARE�PROPOSED� FOR� FINDING� THE�OPTIMAL� TIMEMOMENT� TO�STOP�PSEUDORANDOM� TEST
GENERATION�AND�TO�APPLY�STORED�PATTERNS��4O�SPEED�UP�THE�OPTIMIZATION�PROCEDURE��A�METHOD
IS� PROPOSED� FOR� FAST� ESTIMATION� OF� THE� EXPECTED� COST� FOR� DIFFERENT� POSSIBLE� SOLUTIONS� WITH
VERY�LOW�COMPUTATIONAL�COST��%XPERIMENTAL�RESULTS�HAVE�DEMONSTRATED�THE�FEASIBILITY�OF�THE
PROPOSED�APPROACH�FOR�COST�OPTIMIZATION�OF�HYBRID�")34�

���)NTRODUCTION

The rapid advances of the microelectronics technology in recent years have brought
new possibilities to integrated circuits (ICs) design and manufacturing. Many systems are
nowadays designed by embedding predesigned and preverified complex functional blocks,
usually referred as cores, into one single die. The cores can be very different by their nature
(from analog to memories, including all types of logic) and can be represented in several
different ways (RTL code, netlist or layout) [10]. Such a design style allows designers to
reuse previous designs and will lead therefore to a shorter time to market and a reduced
cost. Such a System-on-Chip (SoC) approach is very attractive from the designers’
perspective. Testing of SoC, on the other hand, shares all the problems related to testing
modern deep submicron chips, and introduces also some additional challenges due to the
protection of intellectual property as well as the increased complexity and higher density
[6].

To test the individual cores of the system the test pattern source and sink have to be
available together with an appropriate test access mechanism (TAM) [12]. We can
implement such a test architecture in several different ways. A widespread approach
implements both source and sink off-chip and requires therefore the use of external
Automatic Test Equipment (ATE). But, as the internal speed of SoC is constantly
increasing and the technology used in ATE is always one step behind, the ATE solution
will soon become unacceptably expensive and inaccurate [7], leading also to an
unacceptable yield loss. Therefore, in order to apply at-speed tests and to keep the test



costs under control, on-chip test solutions are needed. Such a solution is usually referred to
as built-in self-test (BIST).

A BIST architecture demands a test pattern generator (TPG), a test response analyzer
(TRA) and a BIST control unit (BCU). The classical way to implement the TPG and TRA
for BIST is to use linear feedback shift registers (LFSRs). However, the LFSR-based
approach often does not guarantee sufficiently high fault coverage (especially in the case of
large and complex designs) and demands very long test application times. Therefore,
several proposals have been made to combine pseudorandom test patterns, generated by
LFSRs, with deterministic patterns [3], [4], [8], [11], to form a hybrid BIST solution.

The main concern of the hybrid BIST approaches has been to improve the fault
coverage by mixing pseudorandom vectors with deterministic ones, while the issue of cost
minimization has not been addressed directly. The time minimization problem is addressed
in [8], where the main concern is to minimize the time during test scheduling by selecting
appropriate test scenarios for individual cores.

The main objective of the current work is to find the optimal balance between
pseudorandom and deterministic test patterns to perform core test with minimum cost of
both time and memory, without losing test quality. We propose in this paper an algorithm
to estimate, with very low computational time, the optimal time-moment to stop
pseudorandom test generation and to apply deterministic patterns.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce the concepts of
hybrid BIST; section 3 gives an overview of test cost minimization for hybrid BIST
together with cost estimation method; and in section 4 we present the experimental results
which demonstrate the feasibility of our approach. In section 5 we will draw some
conclusions together with an introduction to future work.

���(YBRID�")34

As test patterns generated by LFSRs are pseudorandom by nature, the generated test
sequences are usually very long and not sufficient to detect all the faults. To avoid the test
quality loss due to random pattern resistant faults and to speed up the testing process, we
have to apply deterministic test patterns targeting the random resistant and difficult to test
faults. Such a hybrid BIST approach starts with a pseudorandom test sequence of length ,.
On the next stage, stored test approach takes place. For the stored test approach,
precomputed test patterns, stored in the system, are applied to the core under test to reach
the desirable fault coverage. For off-line generation of 3 deterministic test patterns,
arbitrary software test generators may be used, based on deterministic, random or genetic
algorithms.

In a hybrid BIST technique the length of the pseudorandom test is an important
parameter, which determines the behavior of the whole test process. A shorter
pseudorandom test set implies a larger deterministic test set. This requires additional
memory space, but at the same time, shortens the overall test process. A longer
pseudorandom test, on the other hand, will lead to longer test application time with reduced
memory requirements. Therefore it is crucial to determine the optimal length of
pseudorandom test in order to minimize the total testing cost.

Figure 1 illustrates graphically the total cost of a hybrid BIST consisting of
pseudorandom test patterns and stored test patterns, generated off-line.



We can define the total test cost of the hybrid BIST #4/4!, as:

#4/4!, = #'%. + #-%- = α, + β3

where #'%. is the cost related to the time for generating ,� pseudorandom test patterns
(number of clock cycles), #-%- is related to the memory cost for storing 3 precomputed
test patterns, and α��β are constants to map the test length and memory space to the costs of
the two parts of the test solutions to be mixed.

Figure 1 illustrates also how the cost of pseudorandom test is increasing when striving
to higher fault coverage (the CGEN curve). In general, it can be very expensive to achieve
high fault coverage with pseudorandom test patterns only. The CMEM curve describes the
cost that we have to pay for storing precomputed tests at the given fault coverage reached
by pseudorandom testing. The total cost #4/4!,� is the sum of the above two costs. The
#4/4!, curve is illustrated in Figure 1, where the minimum point is marked as #REAL?MIN. The
main purpose of this work is to develop a method to find this point quickly. Figure 1 shows
also the estimated #4/4!, curve with its minimum at #EST?MIN, which is used for fast
estimation of #4/4!, to be discussed in section 3.

In our cost calculations, weights α and β�reflect the correlation between the cost and the
pseudorandom test time (number of clock cycles used) and between the cost and the
memory size needed for storing the precomputed test sequence, respectively. For simplicity
we assume here α = 1, and β�� B where B is the number of bytes of the input test vector to
be applied on the core under test (CUT). Hence, in the following we will use, as the cost
units, number of clocks used for pseudorandom test generation and number of bytes in the
memory needed for storing the precomputed test patterns.

Creating the curve #'%. is not difficult. For this purpose, a simulation of the behavior of
the LSFR used for pseudorandom test pattern generation is needed. A fault simulation
should be carried out for the complete test sequence generated by the LFSR. As a result of
such a simulation, we find for each clock cycle the list of faults which were covered at this
clock cycle.

In Table 1 a fragment of the results of BIST simulation for the ISCAS’85 circuit c880
[1] is demonstrated. Here

• K�is the number of the clock cycle,

  Fault Coverage (%)
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Figure 1. Cost calculation for hybrid BIST
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K T�K	 K T�K	

0
1
2
3
4
5

10
15
20
28
50
70

100

104
104
100
101
99
99
95
92
87
81
74
58
52

148
200
322
411
707
954

1535
1560
2153
3449
4519
4520

46
41
35
26
17
12
11
7
3
2
1
0

Table 2. ATPG results

• R$%4�K	 is the number of new faults detected (covered) by the test pattern generated at
the clock signal K,

• R./4�K	 is the number of faults not yet covered by the sequence of patterns generated by
the K clock signals,

• &#�K	 is the fault coverage reached by the sequence of patterns generated by the K
clock signals

In the list of BIST simulation results not all clock cycles should be presented. We are
only interested in the clock numbers at which at least one new fault will be covered, and
the total fault coverage for the pseudorandom test sequence up to this clock number
increases. Let us call such clock numbers and the corresponding pseudorandom test
patterns RESULTATIVE�CLOCKS and RESULTATIVE�PATTERNS.
The rows in Table 1 correspond to the resultative
clocks, but not all, for the circuit c880.

If we decide to switch from pseudorandom
mode to the deterministic mode after the clock
number K, then ,���K.

More difficult is to find the values for β3. Let
T�K	 be the number of test patterns needed to cover
R./4�K	 not yet detected faults (these patterns
should be precomputed and used as stored test
patterns in the hybrid BIST). As an example, these
data for the circuit c880 are depicted in Table 2.
Calculation of the data in the column T�K	 of Table
2 is the most expensive procedure. In the
following section the difficulties and possible
ways to solve the problem are discussed.

K R$%4�K	 R./4�K	 &#�K	 K R$%4�K	 R./4�K	 &#�K	

0 155 839 15.593561% 148 13 132 86.720322%
1 76 763 23.239437% 200 18 114 88.531189%
2 65 698 29.778671% 322 13 101 89.839035%
3 90 608 38.832996% 411 31 70 92.957748%
4 44 564 43.259556% 707 24 46 95.372231%
5 39 525 47.183098% 954 18 28 97.183098%

10 104 421 57.645874% 1535 4 24 97.585510%
15 66 355 64.285713% 1560 8 16 98.390343%
20 44 311 68.712273% 2153 11 5 99.496979%
28 42 269 72.937622% 3449 2 3 99.698189%
50 51 218 78.068413% 4519 2 1 99.899399%
70 57 161 83.802818% 4520 1 0 100.000000%

100 16 145 85.412476%

Table 1. Pseudorandom test results



���/PTIMIZATION�ALGORITHM

There are two approaches to find T�K	: ATPG based and fault table based. Let us have
the following notations:

• I� �THE�CURRENT�NUMBER�OF�THE�ENTRY�IN�THE�TABLES�FOR�02'�AND�!40'�

• K�I	� �THE�NUMBER�OF�THE�CLOCK�CYCLE�OF�THE�RESULTATIVE�CLOCK�I�

• 2$%4�I	� � THE� SET� OF� NEW� FAULTS� DETECTED� �COVERED	� BY� THE� PSEUDORANDOM� TEST� PATTERN
WHICH�IS�GENERATED�AT�THE�RESULTATIVE�CLOCK�SIGNAL�NUMBER�I�

• 2./4�I	��THE�SET�OF�NOT�YET�COVERED�FAULTS�AFTER�APPLYING�THE�PSEUDORANDOM�TEST�PATTERN
NUMBER�I�

• 4�I	� � THE� SET� OF� TEST� PATTERNS� NEEDED� AND� FOUND� BY� THE� !40'� TO� COVER� THE� FAULTS� IN
2./4�I	�

• .� � THE� NUMBER� OF� ALL� RESULTATIVE� PATTERNS� IN� THE� SEQUENCE� CREATED� BY� THE
PSEUDORANDOM�TEST�

• &4� � THE� FAULT� TABLE� FOR� A� GIVEN� SET� OF� TESTS� 4� AND� FOR� THE� GIVEN� SET� OF� FAULTS� 2�� THE
ELEMENT� JK��J� IS�RANGED�OVER� THE� TEST�SET�4��AND�K�OVER� THE� FAULT�SET�2	� IN� THE� TABLE� IS
DEFINED�AS�FOLLOWS�� JK�����IF�THE�TEST�TJ�∈�4�DETECTS�THE�RK�∈�2��OTHERWISE� JK����.

!LGORITHM���!40'�BASED�APPROACH�FOR�FINDING�TEST�SETS�4�I	

1. Let Q��.;

��� Generate for 2./4�Q	 a test set 4�Q	��4����4�Q	��T�Q	����\4�Q	\�

3. For all Q��.���.��� ���

Generate for the faults 2./4�Q	 not covered by test 4�a test set 4�Q	�
4����4��4�Q	��T�Q	����\4\�

End.

!LGORITHM����&AULT�4ABLE�BASED�APPROACH�FOR�FINDING�TEST�SETS�4�K	

1. Let Q����� calculate the test 4�Q	 for the whole set of faults 2, create the fault table &4�

2. For all Q = ����� �.�

Create a new fault table &4 by removing from it the faults 2$%4�Q�	,
and optimize the test set 4�Q�	 in relation to the new &4. The optimized test set is
4�Q	.

End.

For the first approach, the whole experiment of simulating the pseudorandom
generation (PRG) behavior and of finding the numbers of test patterns to be stored for all
possible switching points from PRG to stored test patterns was carried out for the whole set
of ISCAS’85 benchmark circuits within 8 hours. The data of these experiments are
depicted in Table 3.

In the case of very large circuits both of these algorithms will lead to very expensive
and time-consuming experiments. For such situations we have developed an estimation
algorithm to search the optimum solution by using just a few samples from the whole test
generation experiments set. As available data for such kind of estimation, the number of
not yet covered faults in 2./4�K	 can be used. The value of 2./4�K	 can be acquired directly



from the PRG simulation results and is available for every significant time moment (see
Table 1). Based on the value of 2./4�K	 it is possible to reason about the expected
number of test patterns needed for covering the faults in�2./4�K	. The starting point of the
search procedure may be found by giving rough estimation of the total cost based on the
value of 2./4�K	.

Estimated cost would suggest the first solution for dividing the BIST into two parts
(PRG and deterministic based). Based on this starting point a search for the optimum can
be carried out by using some classically known methods, like Tabu search [2], to search for
the global optimum. The results of the estimation algorithm are presented in Table 3. The
cost curves used for optimization of hybrid BIST for some ISCAS’85 circuits are
graphically depicted in Figure 2.

���%XPERIMENTAL�RESULTS

Experiments were carried out on the ISCAS’85 benchmark circuits for investigating the
efficiency of the method for optimizing the hybrid BIST based on the first algorithm of
calculating the test sets for each possible point of switching from PRG mode to the stored
deterministic patterns mode. The experiments were carried out using Turbo Tester toolset
[5], [9] and the results are presented in Table 3.

Benchmark circuits c432 c499 c880 c1355 c1908

1. Simulated clocks 470 1437 4520 1371 1551

2. Resultative clocks 77 110 120 111 163

3. PRG fault coverage 86.36 81.19 86.22 85.53 72.17

4. Remained faults 84 226 137 234 482

5. Total fault coverage 93.02 99.33 100 99.51 97.40

6. L: PRG test length 91 78 121 121 105

7. M: Stored test length 21 60 48 52 123

8. Number of inputs 36 41 60 41 33

9. Total cost 186 386 481 388 612

10. Estim. PRG length 107 106 168 429 400

11. Estimated cost 188 396 491 536 732

12. Estimation accuracy 0.99 0.97 0.98 0.62 0.80

Benchmark circuits c2670 c3540 c5315 c6288 c7552

1. Simulated clocks 8455 3113 1455 31 19029

2. Resultative clocks 117 258 215 25 342

3. PRG fault coverage 84.46 94.81 98.76 99.34 92.44

4. Remained faults 427 521 83 51 673

5. Total fault coverage 95.51 95.44 98.89 99.34 97.69

6. L: PRG test length 444 297 711 31 583

7. M: Stored test length 77 110 12 0 61

8. Number of inputs 233 50 178 32 207

9. Total cost 2687 889 985 31 2161

10. Estim. PRG length 419 682 515 19 790

11. Estimated cost 2718 1041 1095 35 2266

12. Estimation accuracy 0.99 0.83 0.89 0.87 0.95

Table 3. Experimental results of creating optimized hybrid BIST



In rows 1 and 2, respectively, the maximum numbers of clocks simulated for the PRG
mode, and the number of RESULTATIVE clocks are given. For each resultative clock  the
parameters R$%4�I	��R./4�I	�and &#�I	 were calculated (as in Table 1).

On the basis of these data the tests were generated for all sets of faults 2$%4�I	�� I =
1,2,..,., according to Algorithm 1. Then, the costs  #'%.���α,,  #-%-���β3 and #4/4!,��
#'%.���#-%- were calculated as functions from the number of clocks to be used in the PRG
mode of the hybrid BIST.

The switching point from the PRG mode to the stored deterministic patterns mode was
found at the minimum of #4/4!,. This solution is characterized in the rows 3-9 as the fault
coverage reached in the PRG mode (3), the number of faults to be tested in the stored
patterns mode (4), total fault coverage reached by both modes together (5), the length , of
the pseudorandom test (6), the length - of the stored test (7), the number of inputs of the
circuit needed for calculation the memory weight β in the cost function (8), and the total
cost of the chosen solution (9).

An attempt was made to find a fast cost estimation function  based on the numbers of
remaining faults for all resultative clocks (as possible switching points from PRG mode to
the stored patterns mode). Based on statistical analysis of the costs calculated, the
following coefficient was chosen: 1 remaining fault = 0,45 test patterns needed to cover it.
By this coefficient, a new cost calculation function was achieved:

#4/4!,?%34���#'%.���#-%-?%34���α, + 0.45β&,

where & is the number of remained faults not covered by the PRG mode. The values of
minimum of #4/4!,?%34�for each benchmark circuit are given in the row 11. The estimated
switching point from the PRG mode to the stored patterns mode was found at the minimum
of #4/4!,?%34 (10). The accuracy of the estimation is depicted in the row 12.

The accuracy of the estimation of the cost depends of how close are the curves #-%-?%34

and #-%- to each other, more exactly from the function #-%-?%34��= F(R./4�K)). In this work,
based on the statistical analysis of experimental data, for simplicity an average coefficient
was chosen F(R./4�K)) ≡ 0,45. How close the estimated cost curves and the real cost curves
can be is observable in Figure 2 for some ISCAS’85 benchmark circuits. Different from
Figure 1 the costs are presented here as functions of clock numbers (not of the fault
coverage). In this case the curve αL has a linear form, and it is easier to follow the
relationships between the memory cost function and the total cost function.

In general it seems very difficult to find a good approximation function F(R./4�K)) general
enough for different circuits. However we have developed an approach to suggest a good
point for starting a search for the global optimum by sampled calculation of the real cost
function #-%-.

���#ONCLUSIONS�AND�FUTURE�WORK

This paper describes a hybrid BIST solution for testing systems-on-chip, which
combines pseudorandom test patterns with deterministic test patterns. For selecting the
optimal switching moment from PRG mode to the stored deterministic patterns mode, two
accurate algorithms together with one fast estimation algorithm are given. The accurate
algorithms are rather time consuming and cannot be effectively used for very complex
circuits. For finding the optimal hybrid BIST solution for all 10 ISCAS’85 benchmark
circuits, 8 hours of computing time was needed.



As it was shown by experimental results, the fast cost estimation algorithm can give
results with reasonable accuracy and can speed up the optimization process significantly.
In general, the proposed estimation method can be used as a good starting point for the
search for a global optimum by few additional exact calculations of the real cost.

Experimental results have shown that the proposed approach is feasible and efficient for
finding optimized solutions for hybrid BIST architectures in systems-on-chip.

As a future work we would like to investigate possibilities to use the proposed approach
for parallel testing issue (testing multiple cores at the same time) and to use the same ideas
for sequential cores.
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Figure 2. Cost curves of hybrid BIST for ISCAS’85 benchmark circuits
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